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Sources

This dissertation is unusual in that it has no published material to draw upon
when answering the principal question of how a mainly rural landscape
interpretation project metamorphosed into an organisation responsible for
the rescue and regeneration of Dragon Hall in Norwich.
However, there is extensive primary source material that tells a story which
developed over forty years from 1973. That archive is held by the Norfolk
and Norwich Heritage Trust with other assorted files lodged at the Norfolk
Records Office.
The early story of the Norfolk Carnegie Project feasibility study is contained
within three documents but these are detailed and were augmented by
interviews at the home of its Project Officer, Andrew Pierssené. Subsequent
chapters draw on a range of documents: letters, minutes, in-house
publications, pamphlets and images. Discussions and meetings also took
place with David Bissonet (NNHT) and Ann Rostron (Norwich City Council
Planning Department in the 1980s); both were heavily involved with Dragon
Hall. Peripheral material was found in the Archant (EDP, EEN) library.
Secondary, published material has been used for illustrative purposes and
internet-based information was accessed, predominantly relating to
historical data on individuals or organisations.
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Foreword
The twenty-year period following World War II was a time of great change in Britain
characterised by a need to rebuild the infrastructure of the nation; its housing stock, its
industrial capability and its communication networks, much of which had been severely
affected by the ravages of war. The effect on the natural landscape was often ignored as
“pressures of industry and town expansion, road development, reservoir-building and
modern agricultural methods to feed the population”1 became principal political and
economic motivations.
From 1965 onwards the voices of those with passion for the history of the country, its
archaeological heritage and its natural environment were raised in protest against the
relentless drive for growth and productivity. This led to the 1968 Countryside Act which
aimed to “confer new powers on local authorities and other bodies for the conservation
and enhancement of natural beauty”.2 The Act brought about administrative changes with
a mass of voluntary activity throughout the country. Many local ‘nature-related’ events
were held and media coverage was widespread with schools, colleges and universities all
playing their part.
Although Britain did not join the European Economic Community (EEC – precursor to the
EU) until January 1973, the UK government agreed to send representatives to a conference
launching the EEC’s ‘European Conservation Year’ in February 1970. The hope was that the
conference would produce a declaration warning and educating people and governments
of imminent dangers faced by the ‘countryside’ and outlining some immediate steps, lines
of action and regional initiatives which could be taken to protect it. The conference
covered five specific areas: the impact of urban conglomeration, industry, agriculture,
forestry and leisure activities of all kinds.3

Figure 1
Postage stamps issued to celebrate the
European Year of Conservation 1970

A tangible enthusiasm was engendered throughout the nation and, as a result of the newfound recognition of the value of the natural environment and its landscapes, one of the
principal rural regions of Great Britain, East Anglia - and in particular Norfolk - was to
become the subject of an innovative interpretive concept.

1

Blenkinsop, A. (MP) House of Commons Debate (Hansard, 10/03/1969) vol. 779 cc.1127-38
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1968/41
3
Blenkinsop, A. (MP) House of Commons Debate
2
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Introduction
In 1972 in response to the regeneration of interest in the landscape, the Carnegie UK Trust
(CUKT), a leading charity still active today which “seeks to improve the lives and wellbeing
of people throughout the UK by influencing public policy and demonstrating innovative
practice”,4 identified Norfolk as a testing-ground for a ground-breaking idea: ‘regional
interpretation’, the notion that the heritage of regional characteristics - both in landscape
and sociological terms - might somehow be interpreted for the public to promote greater
enjoyment, appreciation and conservation of their surroundings. That concept was the
brainchild of Don Aldridge, an advisor to the Carnegie Trust, who had studied
‘Interpretation’ in the USA5 where that informal educational process was developed by
Freeman Tilden, a driving-force behind the National Parks System who believed that:
“Through interpretation (comes) understanding; through
understanding, appreciation; through appreciation, protection”.6

Chapter 1 of this dissertation investigates the 'Norfolk Carnegie Project', established in
1973 as a two-to-three year feasibility study7 initiated to determine if the abovementioned objectives were achievable. Chapter 2 reveals that by late 1975 it was
considered a realistic scheme and adopted by Norfolk County Council (NCC) for an
experimental three-year period,8 with continuing financial support from CUKT. An
Advisory Committee was formed to maintain the mission of the earlier project and
renamed the ‘Norfolk Interpretive Unit’. Illustrative panels were installed at locations
throughout Norfolk telling the story of water transport in the county along with publication
and dissemination of site-related leaflets and booklets. This activity continued until NCC
abruptly withdrew its support for the scheme in 1979. After a lapse of two years and with
encouragement from CUKT a new group was formed called simply, ’Norfolk Heritage’ and
an associated ‘Friends’ group provided enthusiasm, motivation and some practical work.
In 1982 ‘Norfolk Heritage Trust Ltd' was established to allow greater public recognition of
its activities and provide extended fundraising opportunities.
In spite of the dedicated work by the Committee of Management and associated 'Friends’,
the mechanics and cost of maintaining the interpretive signs became unviable and an overambitious prediction of income to be generated by publication sales presented problems
for the Trust.
During this period ‘The Old Barge’ buildings in King Street, Norwich, became the focus of
great attention by academics, professionals, the media and public. Some of those working
with the Norfolk Heritage Trust were also involved with the investigation into what was to
4

http://www.carnegieuktrust.org.uk/home
Pierssené, A., Explaining Our World: An Approach to the Art of Environmental Interpretation (London, 1999)
p.xi
6
Tilden, F. Interpreting our Heritage (University of North Carolina Press, 1957) p.38
7
Pierssené, A., Project Officer, Carnegie Norfolk Project (1973-1975) in an interview with Adrian O’dell,
18/11/2015
8
Un-named, Report by County Secretary (Norfolk Museums Service, 27/11/1975) Item 12
5
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become "Dragon Hall".9 They believed that the county-wide remit of NHT could sit
comfortably with the urban medieval building which would provide a home for Norfolk
Heritage’s operational requirements, hitherto conducted from members’ homes.
In 1987 the charity status enjoyed by Norfolk Heritage Trust (NHT) was used to facilitate
the incarnation of 'Norfolk and Norwich Heritage Trust' (NNHT) and the principal objective
of this new body became the rescue, repair, restoration and interpretation of a unique
fifteenth-century merchant's trading hall. This was followed by a declining involvement
with the interpretive activity of the earlier NHT.
In 1979 it was realised that Dragon Hall was a unique building in terms of its medieval use
and Norwich City Council acquired the site from Watneys brewery.10 Emergency repairs
were carried out to halt deterioration of its fragile structure and at the same time centuries
of modifications that had masked the Hall’s original character and raison d’être were
removed. Between 1987-2006 the NNHT began to create an ‘urban heritage centre’ and
in 1998 oversaw detailed archaeological excavations covering the whole site which
revealed a history of activity reaching back to Anglo-Saxon settlement (c 975-1025)11 and
twelfth-century ecclesiastical enterprise by the Abbey of Woburn.12
The cost of this investigative and restorative work necessitated large-scale fund-raising by
NNHT from a variety sources. Grants are not generally given purely for material renovation
so the Trust determined that greater public access to the building should be arranged in
order that Dragon Hall could become a regional centre for heritage activities with an
emphasis on education and as a base for research groups and associated cultural activity.
Additional construction work was needed to provide administrative, teaching and meeting
spaces and satisfy twenty-first-century health and safety legislation.
A grant was sought and awarded by the Heritage Lottery Fund for £1.4 million and by 2006
preservation work on the old building and modernisation of its amenities were completed.
In subsequent years many educational activities took place and the Hall was opened to the
public for guided tours and talks by a volunteer group. However, the cost of running school
programmes became an onerous overhead for the Trust and visitor numbers failed to meet
expectations. Consequently commercial activities began to be critical for Dragon Hall’s
survival; it was successfully promoted as a wedding venue, hosting theatrical, cultural and
business events. In 2013 governmental cuts to education budgets forced an abandonment
of programmes for schools and an increase in competing wedding venues meant that by
2014 the Trust was unable to remain financially viable and an uncertain future loomed.

9

Old Barge Steering Committee Minutes of meeting – 25th January 1986
Matthew, R., The transition from ‘Old Barge Building’ to ‘Dragon Hall’: 1937-2006 (Norwich, 2006) p.3
11
Shelley, A. ed., Dragon Hall: Excavation and Survey of a Late Medieval Merchant’s Trading Complex in, East
Anglian Archaeology: Report 112 (Norwich, 2005) p.xi
12
Matthew, R., Robert Toppes: Medieval Mercer of Norwich (Norwich, 2013) p.93
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Although the Norfolk Carnegie Project and its subsequent heritage project managed by the
Norfolk Heritage Trust was a pioneering success with its initial concentration on the
interpretation of Norfolk’s rural heritage and landscape, it gradually became absorbed by
an organisation that focused on the rescue, restoration and development of an iconic
urban medieval building, Dragon Hall; a change of direction and intent that is the basis of
this dissertation.

Figure 2
Freeman Tilden (1883-1980) and his seminal work
The ‘Father of Heritage Interpretation’
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Chapter 1
Norfolk Carnegie Project Feasibility Study (1973 -75)
The Carnegie United Kingdom Trust was founded in 1913 to address the changing needs of people in
the United Kingdom and since then has become one of the most respected foundations in the British
Isles.13 For many years its Trustees had looked for ways to support schemes which would help ordinary
people enjoy and understand their surroundings, particularly in the countryside and in 1972 they set
up a working-party to find new ways to do that. It was determined that people could have more
enjoyment from a ‘synoptic’ or condensed view of their environment using stories about their ancestors
and their buildings, culture, artefacts, landscape and wildlife and what man had done to these over the
years. This had to be interpreted in concise, simple language using extant examples of ‘heritage’ to
illustrate the stories.
This interpretative vision was markedly different to those of other ‘environmental organisations’
operating in England. Established in 1895, The National Trust’s mission was much grander and sitespecific: to protect and open to the public historic houses, gardens and ancient monuments but it also
had stewardship of forests, woods, fens, beaches, farmland, downs, moorland, islands, archaeological
remains, castles, nature reserves, villages and coastlines.14 The Campaign for the Protection of Rural
England’s (est. 1926) initial raison d’être was to organise opinion against threatened dangers to villages
and the landscape15 though this had broadened in the 1960s to campaign for a “beautiful and living
countryside and to protect, promote and enhance our towns and countryside.”16 The Historic Buildings
and Monuments Commission for England (English Heritage from 1983) was a public body managing the
historic built-environment and the conservation of historic buildings, monuments and landscapes.17
Figure 3
Carnegie Norfolk Project aims compared with those of other ‘environmental organisations’

NORFOLK
PROJECT
Interpretation

Protection
Promotion
& Enhancement

Protection &
Stewardship

13

Management
& Conservation

http://www.carnegieuktrust.org.uk/who-we-are/history (accessed 11/01/2016)
http://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/features/about-the-national-trust (accessed 17/01/2016)
15
http://www.theguardian.com/century/1920-1929/Story/0,,126685,00.html (accessed 17/01/2016)
16
http://www.cpre.org.uk/what-we-do (accessed 17/01/2016)
17
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/+/www.direct.gov.uk/en/Dl1/Directories/DG_10011944
(accessed 17/01/2016)
14
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Thus it came about that this interpretive approach to heritage was to be tested on a regional basis
rather than at specific sites and Norfolk was selected as an ideal prospect. In March 1973 terms of
reference were established and a group of distinguished individuals agreed to work on a local steering
group.
Figure 4
Membership of Norfolk Carnegie Project Steering Group - 1973

Name
Dr H G Hudson, MA (Chairman)
J C Barringer, MA FRGS
F W Cheetham, OBE, BA FMA
Prof K M Clayton, MSc PhD 1974
Dr M George, BSc
M Holton
J G Jenkins, FA FSA FMA
T W H Mills
M V B Riviere, TD MA FSA
P Rosson (from 1974)
Dr M E Sant, BA MSc until 1974
Mrs G Shepherd, MA JP
G Tilsley, LLB
Hon R H Walpole, MA DipAgric JP

Title
Formerly Chairman, Norfolk Education Committee
Cambridge University Board of Extra-mural Studies
Director, Norfolk Museums Service
Director, Centre of East Anglian Studies, UEA
Regional Officer, Nature Conservancy Council
Secretary, Carnegie United Kingdom Trust
Keeper, Department of Material Culture, Welsh Folk Museum
Norwich City Councillor
Chairman(until 1974)Centre of East Anglian Studies, UEA
Department of Administration, City of Norwich
Assistant County Planning Officer, Norfolk County Council
Sen. Assistant Education Officer, Norfolk County Council
Town Clerk, Norwich City Council until 1974
Chairman, Leisure Services Committee, Norfolk County Council

The composition of the steering group reflected the nature and objectives of the project, bringing
together eminent individuals with local knowledge as historians or educationalists and those with
experience in conservation, planning and local government. The chairman, Dr HG Hudson, had been
chair of Norfolk County Council (NCC) Education Committee from 1963-72 and was renowned for his
organisational skills. Francis Cheetham was driven by a passionate belief in the cultural benefit of
museums whose vision led to the creation of the Norfolk Museums Service.18 The Centre for East
Anglian Studies at UEA was represented by its Director, Prof KM Clayton, a member of the Royal
Geographic Society who wrote widely on that subject19 while its chairman, Michael Riviere, brought a
soulful and literary element to the table. An antiquarian and poet who wrote on ‘Mutability in Norfolk’
– how time changes things - were themes that dominated his writing.20
Perhaps the most respected and influential member was Chris
Barringer, one of Norfolk’s most celebrated recent historians
who became the first director of Extra-mural studies at the UEA
in 1991. He was president of Norfolk and Norwich Archaeological
Society and Norfolk Archaeological and Historical Research
Group and wrote many books on the history of villages and towns
in Norfolk. His involvement with the Carnegie Project and the
Norfolk Heritage Trust led to his close relationship with Dragon
Hall and the Norfolk and Norwich Heritage Trust where he served
as chairman from 1987-2003. 21
Figure 5
Chris Barringer MA (1931-2013)

18

http://www.pressmon.com/en/a/en/961989/francis-cheetham (accessed 15/01/2016)
Clayton, K., The State of Geography in Transactions, Institute of British Geographers, NS 10 (1985)
20
http://www.poetrymagazines.org.uk/magazine/record.asp?id=28147 (accessed 15/01/2016)
21
http://www.edp24.co.uk/news/obituaries/chris_barringer_author_norfolk_historian (accessed 15/01/2016)
19
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In July 1973 Andrew Pierssené was appointed Project Officer and based at County Hall, Norwich.22 He
became the driving force behind the feasibility study until its conclusion in 1976. Pierssené had a
Masters in English Literature from Oxford but had always held a fascination for wildlife, geography and
landscape interpretation. When the position with the Carnegie Project came about he grasped the
opportunity with great enthusiasm and was said to have made a “painstaking, imaginative and inspired
contribution to its work”.23
Terms of Reference24
The principal intent of the Carnegie Norfolk Project was to determine the feasibility of interpreting the
entire heritage of the region and to prepare a plan of how that might be done for the benefit of the
people of Norfolk and its visitors. The aim of interpretation was to increase awareness and
understanding among the population, to generate pleasure and enjoyment and engender a sense of
care for and conservation of their environment – to the extent that they might take an enlightened
interest in future planning issues.
Norfolk would be considered a ‘living museum’ and extant examples of ‘heritage’ regarded as the
collection within that museum drawn upon to illustrate the earlier lives and work of its people. Under
the Steering Group’s direction, the Project Officer took part in discussions with those who might be
interested in or affected by the project or who might have relevant experience as individuals or
representatives; local academics, historians or members of organisations such as the Broads Authority.
Working alone and in an age before computers, the Project Officer faced a task of gargantuan
proportion “researching into the total heritage of Norfolk to identify characteristic qualities of the
region”. This included the compilation of an inventory of heritage sites and resources and identification
and logging of all human resources of knowledge and skills in the region; societies, organisations,
planners, educators or craftsmen. In a retrospective review of the project25 Pierssené mused that “the
size of this task was not fully apparent when terms of reference were drafted.” The list of subjects he
was expected to cover ranged from archaeology to transport and included geology, natural history,
social history, architecture, trade and industry, arts and crafts, dialect, folklore, politics and relations
with Europe! Pierssené reflected that “a scholar may spend a lifetime exploring any one of these
aspects” and observed that the local history library in Norwich contained “some fifty thousand
publications”. It is clear that the size and complexity of the project from its initial incarnation was overambitious.
Once this arduous groundwork was completed – the Steering Committee had asked for a first draft
within five months – the Project Officer, then working from an office at the newly-established
Gressenhall Rural Life Museum and assisted by a part-time secretary, was required to draft a plan for
the interpretation of the region. The steering group would then discuss that plan with bodies such as

22

Holton, M. Secretary, Carnegie United Kingdom Trust – Letter of appointment (12/07/1973)
Colman, T., KG - Lord-Lieutenant of Norfolk from 1978 to 2004, Trustee and Convenor, Heritage SubCommittee Carnegie UK Trust in Introduction to Pierssené, A., Report on a Feasibility study in Regional
Interpretation (March, 1976) p.ii
24
Pierssené, A., Norfolk Carnegie Project: General Terms of Reference (07/01/1974)
25
Pierssené, A., Norfolk Carnegie Project: The Complete Project in Retrospect (10/02/1976) p.1
23
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NCC, the Department of the Environment, the East Anglian Tourist Board and the National Trust as to
how it might be implemented. Finally, those bodies would be encouraged to accept the plan.
An Analysis of Norfolk26
To begin the compilation of a list of heritage sites, the Project Officer produced a fifteen-thousand word
research essay on Norfolk incorporating “most aspects of its heritage and an indication of the interrelationships between them”.27 Although he acknowledged it was incomplete it was a tour de force and
covered the subjects set out below. Strangely, religion and its heritage did not feature in the initial
analysis.

Figure 6
Topics researched in ‘An Analysis of Norfolk’ - 1974

Agriculture

Famous mariners

Non-conformity

Sea and trade

Anglo-Saxons

Folk life

Normans

Sea hazards

Arable farming

Forestry

Parkland

Situation

Arts

Glacial deposits

Patterns of settlement

Social patterns

Building materials

Industry

Place names

Social welfare

Cloth manufacture

Land use

Politics

Sub-Regions

Commons and Greens

Livestock

Population

Tourism

Danes

Local government

Recreation

Water supply

Dialect

Low Countries

Rivers

Wool

Drainage

Maritime industries

Romans

Ethnology

Natural history

Rural trades

European immigration

Natural products

Sea

The detailed analysis outlined above allowed principles to be established at an early stage of the
scheme. The county and its countryside was full of interesting features and an “appreciation of those
should be fostered in parallel with centralised museum collections and intensive conservation and
interpretation of ‘five-star’ sites such as Blickling Hall, Norwich Cathedral or Hickling Broad”.28 Each
village pond, old barn or windmill, river staithe or abandoned railway line had its own fascinating story
– perhaps even more relevant to ordinary people – so it was proposed that the scheme would be
decentralised and focus on lesser sites. There would not be total interpretation of sites but each would
illustrate a selected point based on inter-relationships, such as the influence of geology on patterns of
farming, topography on settlement distribution or the county’s location with regard to northern
Europe. The objectives of the scheme would be educational, rather than concerned with practical
conservation, so it was imperative that the highest standards of scholarship were used and then
communicated skilfully. However, the overriding aim was that the project would be for the enjoyment
and enlightenment of ordinary people, not academics or specialists.

26

Pierssené, A., Norfolk Carnegie Project: An Analysis of Norfolk (1974)
Pierssené, A., Report on a Feasibility study in Regional Interpretation (February, 1976) p.5
28
Pierssené, A., Norfolk Carnegie Project: Proposals p.3
27
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Themes and Topics
The story of Norfolk would be broken-down into a series of themes or topics explaining the county’s
“personality” and the feasibility study would initially concentrate on two major themes: ‘Water travel
in Norfolk’ and ‘Food from the land’. Each would be broken-down into motifs which would be illustrated
by certain sites or features of Norfolk heritage. For example, motifs under “Water Travel” might include
‘the county’s vulnerability to invasion across the North Sea’ (exemplified by Weybourne Hope on the
north coast - fortified during the Armada scare of 1558) and ‘The Norfolk Wherry’ (using the remaining
wherry, Albion, at its base near Ludham).29 In addition to the principal themes outlined above, an
extensive list of “secondary, tertiary and fourth tier” themes was distilled as reserve material to be used
for future expansion of the project.
Figure 7
The Character of Norfolk broken down into Themes
PRIMARY THEMES
Water Travel in Norfolk: older than the roads
Food from the Land: the basis of Norfolk’s economy
SECOND TIER THEMES
Norfolk’s Varied Scenery: contrasts within a county
What our Predecessors brought to Norfolk: and left us to see
A Roof Over Everyone’s Head: according to his class
‘Do Different’: Norfolk’s tradition of independence
THIRD TIER THEMES
Ways of Making a Living: crafts from the pre-industrial age
Wool, Flax and Hemp: clothing in the days of natural fibres
Caring for the Needy: social provision over the ages
Recreation Over the Centuries: rural leisure pursuits
Class and Social Patterns: the development of democracy
Norfolk and the Church: an evolving relationship
Norfolk Wildlife: relics of wilderness
Market Towns: the pattern of Norfolk trade

FOURTH TIER THEMES
The Rocks Under Our Feet: they are there so let us use them
Law and Order: the courts, stocks and gibbet
Transport Systems: roads, canals and railways
Sources of Power: from water mill to North Sea gas
Education in Norfolk: towards opportunity for all
Lore and Legend: in the lives and minds of people
A Sea-Faring Tradition: Vancouver, Nelson and Henry Blogg
The Fisheries: sea food for a maritime county
Norfolk Timber: the management of woodland and its use
A Manner of Speaking: everyday customs and talk of people
Towns and Villages: the pattern of the streets
Arts and Literature: painting, writing and music in Norfolk

The System as seen by the public
The story of each theme would be disseminated by means of a small booklet summarising in simple
terms important aspects of the subject and what evidence was extant, listing selected sites related to
each theme. The booklets would be sold throughout the county at museums, bookshops and other
points close to sites. Then, two interpretive methods would be used; the installation of panels with
images, maps and text and site-cards giving more in-depth explanation of the sites’ significance, saved
in specially-produced collectors’ albums.
In addition, secondary methods of communication would be used to promote the project and perhaps
study some subjects in greater depth. Lectures, either singly or as a series, were proposed along with
guided tours and excursions to sites generally not open to the public. Some of the project’s materials
would be suitable for the local press or broadcasting and use in schools to enthuse the young about
Norfolk’s heritage. Travelling exhibitions were envisaged with ad hoc displays in public places such as
29

Pierssené, A., Norfolk Carnegie Project: Proposals (09/06/1975)
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libraries. Should the scheme generate sufficient interest, a ‘Sales and Visitors Centre’ might be opened
in Norwich to market the project, sell publications and provide space for investigation and research by
the public.
Figure 8
‘Water Travel in Norfolk’ Theme – A selection of site locations and the stories illustrated
Selected Site
Arminghall, Norwich
Aylsham Mill
Burnham Priory
Cley Customs House
Dilham Canal
Great Yarmouth Quay
Happisburgh graveyard headstones
Horsey Mill
Kings Lynn Hanseatic warehouse
Kings Lynn Quay
Little Switzerland, Horstead
New Bedford River
Pulls Ferry, Norwich
Salthouse Church graffiti
Sheringham Old lifeboat
St Benet’s Abbey, Horning
The ‘Adam & Eve’, Norwich
The Wherry ‘Albion’
Wells Quay
Weybourne Hope
Wroxham

Point to be made
Prehistoric settlers used waterways to penetrate inland
Waterways link market towns
Medieval canal linked priory to river and sea
Import control by customs and excise
Rivers widened and canalised
Early North Sea fishing port
The hazards of marine life
Reed harvest for thatching transported by lighters
North European trading association
Major port for sea-going vessels
Chalk extraction by canal
Fenland drain doubles as waterway
Medieval transport system for heavy goods (e.g. building stone)
Recalling days when sailing ships were familiar
The lifeboat tradition
Medieval dock and staithe
A waterman’s public house
Keels, wherries and river transportation
Lesser ports around coast with imports and exports still in operation
Norfolk vulnerable to invasion from across North Sea
Broads holiday trade

Resources and Learning
Research and analysis by Pierssené incurred countless reams of paper notes made after visiting sites,
commenting on how those sites might be interpreted, giving details of interviews with local ‘experts’,
curators or the oldest inhabitant of a village and a vast collection of resource materials, categorised as
follows30:





Books and Booklets – Standard Norfolk Guides, old or out of print works, historical
essays and local histories, etc.
Pamphlets – Church and Garden guides, District Council guides, Planning reports,
Museum guides, etc.
Maps – Dye-line prints of 2½” Norfolk, Faden reprints, land-use, first edition O.S. 1”
Photographs – Colour transparencies taken by the Project Officer

The early 1970s was a period of rapid development in the art of Interpretation and Pierssené himself was
having to do much on-the-job learning by attending conferences, seminars and site visits throughout the
UK and more locally in Norfolk.31

30
31

Pierssené, A., Report on a Feasibility study, p.11
Pierssené, A., Report on a Feasibility study, p.17
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Conclusions on the Feasibility Study
Twenty-seven months after its launch the Interpretive Plan was in its final stages and a conference was
held in October 1975 at How Hill Environmental Study Centre for representatives of appropriate bodies32
to study the plan, with demonstrations of its proposed methods and drafts and mock-ups of site-cards and
site-panels. The feeling was that the study “had produced a creative and unique scheme; a promising new
development in the field of interpretation”.33 Alternative approaches were considered by the Steering
Group as to how the Project might be implemented, funded and carried forward upon termination of the
feasibility study in January 1976 and it was proposed that it should become part of NCC’s Museums Service,
managed by a new Advisory Committee.34
That structure was seen as the only practicable solution to implement the Norfolk interpretation project
but, although Pierssené had been full of praise for the majority of those who had been involved with the
initial feasibility phase, he concluded that “at County Hall, the project was little-known or understood and
not the business or responsibility of those among whom I worked: there was a minimum of support”.35 In
part, this might have been due to its over-ambitious scale but there was a degree of prescience in his
disdainful view as will be seen in the following chapter.

32

Bodies included, Norfolk County Council, the Countryside Commission, English Tourist Board, Norfolk
Museums, the Department of the Environment, the East Anglian Tourist Board and the National Trust
33
Colman, T., Introduction to Pierssené, A., Report on a Feasibility study p.ii
34
Un-named, Report by County Secretary (Norfolk Museums Service, 27/11/1975) p.1
35
Pierssené, A., Report on a Feasibility study, p.27
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Chapter 2
‘Norfolk Interpretive unit’ (Norfolk Heritage Project)
1976 -79
The Norfolk Carnegie Project was drily renamed Norfolk Interpretive Unit by NCC from January 1976
following a detailed analysis carried out to ensure that costs of the evolving project would be sustainable
over the three-year period to which the council had committed. A budget had been proposed that showed
the NCC was not the principal financial sponsor of the project:36
Year 1 Year 2 Year3
£k
£k
£k
Costs: (Salaries, travel, office space, materials, admin)
18
18
19
Funded by:
Countryside Commission
9
9
10
Carnegie UK Trust
3
3
3
Norfolk County Council
6
6
6
Total funding
18
18
19

The Council’s involvement beyond the three-year period would be “dependent on a review of its practical
success and upon assurances of further financial support from various funding agencies so that the burden
on NCC is not increased”37 and this appeared to be an acknowledgment that perhaps the project was an
irksome venture for them. It should be noted that caution, even anxiety, was endemic in the UK in the
mid-1970s, a period of recession when oil prices rocketed and contractions in output and surges in inflation
led to severe belt-tightening in both private and public sectors.38 That caution or reticence, seemed to
pervade the working of the Advisory Committee during the three-year life of the project under the NCC
and its Museum Service.
Figure 9
Membership of the Norfolk Interpretive Unit
Advisory Committee - July 1976
Name
J Allan (Miss)
D W Bishop
L J Brighton
D Buckingham
F W Cheetham
D N Donaldson
Dr M George
C Gordon
P Naylor
A Pierssené
B Riseborough
Hon R H Walpole

Title
Carnegie United Kingdom Trust
Deputy County Education Officer (Schools) NCC
Assistant County Secretary NCC
Assistant County Planning Officer NCC
Director, Norfolk Museums Service (NCC)
Countryside Commission
Nature Conservancy Council
Second Deputy County Treasurer NCC
East Anglia Tourist Board
Project Officer
Senior Personnel Adviser NCC
Norfolk Museums Committee (NCC)

36

Un-named, Report by County Secretary (Norfolk Museums Service, 27/11/1975) Item 5f
Un-named, Report by County Secretary (Norfolk Museums Service, 27/11/1975) p.2
38
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/recession/7073667/UK-recessions-since-1945 (accessed 31/01/2016)
37
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Although preparatory research and development work by Pierssené had continued since the NCC ‘takeover’, it was not until July 1976 that a new committee convened39 and its inaugural meeting included seven
representatives from the NCC with no previous involvement in the project. This emphasised the distinctly
bureaucratic nature of the organisation, whereas Andrew Pierssené (Project Officer from the Carnegie
Project), Dr George and Robin Walpole (both on the earlier steering group) represented continuity from
the feasibility study and a closer understanding of the mechanics and soul of the project. Inexplicably, Dr
Hudson (previously Chair of the feasibility study steering group) who had been asked by CUKT to join the
new Advisory Committee as their official representative40 did not attend its first committee meeting and
only the last of subsequent meetings for which there are records, even though there are copies of reports
that he made back to the Carnegie Trustees.41
Francis Cheetham, the Museums’ Director, lead the new project, (which became known as ‘Norfolk
Heritage Project’)42 supervising the Project Officer’s activities but the relationship between these two key
people was not smooth. Pierssené felt “unsettled and insecure” believing that “Cheetham was never keen
on what I was doing”.43 Further, the former felt that his work and worth to the project was under-valued
in the new regime because his salary (previously paid by CUKT) would be at a significantly lower level as an
employee of the Museums Service.44
However, Pierssené’s enthusiasm for the project was undimmed and, by the summer of 1976 he had
produced and installed five interpretive panels on the theme of ‘Water Transport in Norfolk’ at the
following sites:45
Horsey Staithe (on land belonging to the National Trust)
St Benet’s Abbey (Church of England)
Great Yarmouth South Quay (Great Yarmouth Borough Council)
Stokesby Ferry (Whitbread Breweries)
Shipmeadow Locks, Ellingham (Great Yarmouth Port & Haven Commissioners)
The panels were prototypes built by Pierssené with input from a local sign-making company and were
intended to test weatherproof properties and resilience against vandalism but no deterioration or damage
was reported. Comments by visitors were monitored and it “appears that twenty-thousand people read
the panels during a very well-conducted survey”.46 That figure must surely have been weighted heavily in
favour of the popular sites at Horsey, Great Yarmouth and the pub at Stokesby; the others were relatively
remote and infrequently visited.
Much of the activity carried out under the Norfolk Carnegie Project feasibility study had also been refined,
including further research work on themes (‘Water Transport’, ‘Food from the Land’, ‘A Roof Over Their
Heads’) and the collecting of images and maps and the drafting of text for booklets, site cards and
interpretive panels.

39

There is no record of the date or nature of the dissolution of the Norfolk Carnegie Project Steering Group.
Allan, J., Secretary CUKT letter to Hudson, H., re representative position on NIU Advisory Committee
(18/10/1976)
41
Hudson, H., Letters to CUKT: 07/02/1977; 01/09/1977; 05/10/1978; 01/03/1979
42
Norfolk Interpretive Advisory Committee Minutes of meeting (19/07/1976)
43
Pierssené, A., in an interview with Adrian O’dell (18/11/2015)
44
Pierssené, A., Memo to F. Cheetham and H.H Hudson (23/11/1975)
45
Project Officer’s Report, Norfolk Heritage Advisory Committee meeting (08/11/76) Item 9
46
Project Officer’s Report, Norfolk Heritage Advisory Committee meeting (08/11/76) Item 9
40
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Figure 10
Water Transport in Norfolk Theme Booklet

The booklet contained a list and overview of the
sites accessible under the Norfolk Heritage
Project scheme, with maps, images, drawings and
quirky anecdotes such as ‘Ducks for Monasteries’.
A glossary of local words was included and the
booklet could be bought from a variety of outlets
such as museums, tourist information points,
churches, shops or by post from the Gressenhall
office.
A draft was produced by Andrew Pierssené in
1976 and redesigned by Roger Flatt in 1977, after
he was taken on as the project’s Designer.

The setting-up of chosen sites proved challenging; owners had to agree to their land being used,
permission granted and planning approval obtained. Meetings were arranged with interested local
residents who, it was hoped, would become long-term volunteer ‘custodians’ of the sites.47
At the second Advisory Committee meeting in November 1976,48 three NCC members had already been
replaced by new colleagues – demonstrating a lack of continuity and commitment to the cause. Another
negative development came from the Countryside Commission – the largest funding-body – who explained
that its grant money would be reduced because anticipated expenditure would not be achieved in the first
year. Nevertheless, there was optimism when the decision was made to schedule an official launch date
for the Project: 1st April 1977. Then the focus was to ensure that as much interpretive material as possible
would be ready for the public launch. Negotiations were held with Jarrolds regarding the printing of
booklets and site cards and Pierssené and the designer, Flatt, began production of panels and fixings. Some
would be installed on posts but others needed concrete plinths while a small number would be screwed
to nearby walls. The launch at the Ferry Inn, Stokesby, with the wherry ‘Albion’ moored nearby was a great
success with positive feedback from guests and media about the concept and the content of the illustrative
material. It was to be a springboard for increased activity so that by early 1978 twenty-six panels were in
place with associated site cards printed. By 1985 that number had grown to seventy-six. (see Appendix –
pp. A1, A2)
Figure 11
Interpretive Panel: Installed c 1978 – Extant 2015

Figure 12
Site Card examples: front and rear

47

Pierssené, A., Interpreting Norfolk through Sites: Working Procedure for Norfolk Heritage Advisory
Committee (08/07/1976)
48
Norfolk Interpretive Advisory Committee Minutes of meeting (08/11/76)
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Work was also underway on the second Theme: ‘Food from the Land’, an interpretation of the history of
arable and livestock farming, small-holding and market-gardening enterprises.49 However, in March 1978
the Museums’ director Francis Cheetham invited the Secretary of CUKT, Geoffrey Lord, to a portentous
meeting in Norwich to “discuss the future of the Norfolk Heritage Project”.50 Talks took place between
Cheetham, Dr Hudson, Pierssené and Lord asking “should the scheme be continued or wound-up at the
end of the three-year period in March 1979? If it were to continue, which organisation would manage it;
the Museums Service, NCC Planning Department or perhaps the UEA?”51 Concerns had been raised about
weather-damage to panels and vandalism and low sales of cards and booklets had led to the conclusion
that the project would not be self-financing.
No firm decision was made but the tone had been established: “the continuation of the project would
depend heavily on the enthusiasm and co-operation of (NCC’s) Museums and Leisure Committees and it
was essential that they be convinced of the worthwhileness (sic) of the Carnegie scheme.”52 The CUKT was
keen for the project to be maintained and offered an extension to its funding for a fourth year; a sum of
twenty-thousand pounds was subsequently offered in June 1978, “provided that the County Council take
full responsibility for its future operation.”53
At this point archive materials become scant with just one reference to a public seminar at UEA in October
1978 when anxiety was voiced about the “present financial situation and the danger in which the project
found itself should NCC withdraw its support”,54 but no further documents exist until a letter from Dr
Hudson to CUKT55 which signalled an abrupt end to Norfolk County Council’s responsibility for the Norfolk
Heritage Project.
Figure 13
Letter to CUKT re NCC decision against
continuing Norfolk Heritage Project

“NCC vote against continuing Norfolk
Heritage Project by 2 votes…”
“Project will grind to an immediate
halt at the end of March.”
“Those involved feel very sad and
sour….”

49

Pierssené, A., in Letter to H Hudson on Food from the Land theme (11/05/1977)
Lord, G., Secretary of CUKT in Letter to H Hudson (21/02/1978)
51
Hudson, H., Carnegie meeting minutes (17/07/1978)
52
Hudson, H., Carnegie meeting minutes (17/07/1978)
53
Lord, G., Secretary of CUKT in Letter to H Hudson (12/06/1978)
54
Hudson, H., Letter to G Lord of CUKT (05/10/1978)
55
Hudson, H., Letter to G Lord of CUKT (01/10/1979)
50
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The records indicate that NCC chose expenditure on extra teachers and youth and community officers
in preference to maintaining the Project, an idea dismissed by the press as a pretext and a ‘red herring’:
“The County Council’s contribution to the unfolding heritage of Norfolk is likely to be no Project, no
extra teachers and a slap in the face for those outside bodies which gave birth to an enlightening
experiment”.56
At a critical time and to the dismay of many involved, the project was dropped just as it was gathering
momentum. The literature ceased to be distributed and the site panels received no maintenance:57
The interpretation of Norfolk’s heritage was in limbo.

Figure 14
Speakers at UEA ‘Norfolk Heritage’ Seminar (October 1978) in the closing months of NCC’s involvement

(L-R) T Robinson, Andrew Pierssené, Hon. Robin Walpole, Francis Cheetham, Dr Harold Hudson
There was considerable public and media indignation and concern for the future of the Norfolk Heritage project
caused by financial constraints and the lack of commitment to the project by Norfolk County Council

56
57

E.D.P. Leader article (March 1979)
Editorial comment in Norfolk Heritage quarterly magazine (Issue 1: September-November 1982)
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Chapter 3
‘Friends of Norfolk Heritage’
& ‘Norfolk Heritage Trust’
1979-86
Immediately following the narrow vote by NCC discontinuing its involvement with the project, there were
still individuals supported by the ever-faithful Carnegie Trust who hoped to save six years’ work and take
the project forward. In the vanguard was Robin Walpole, then chairman of the Museums Committee, who
vowed that he would ask NCC to review their decision or set up a Trust to rescue the project. “I am
determined that this thing will continue, one way or another.”58
By November 1979 CUKT were clearly concerned that interest in the project was waning and that its
investment since 1973 was in jeopardy. In a letter to NCC they observed that the Norfolk Heritage Advisory
Group had not met in seven months, there was a deficit in the accounts, stock and income from booklets
needed clarification and that maintenance of installed interpretive panels be addressed. However there
remained an offer of further limited financial support.59
CUKT continued to look for a rescue plan for the project but no relevant
records exist in the archive until May 1981 when a new voluntary committee
for Norfolk Heritage was established “to salvage what it could of the
project”.60 Andrew Piersenné was re-engaged as a part-time consultant
along with an administrative assistant, Joy Lodey. The committee was
chaired by Major Derek Allhusen, a land-owner with a passion for the
Norfolk landscape. 61

Figure 15
Maj. Derek Allhusen CVO
Chair of Norfolk Heritage
& Norfolk Heritage Trust
1982-86

‘Friends of Norfolk Heritage’ and ‘Norfolk Heritage Trust’
In the subsequent twelve-month period it was apparent that Norfolk
Heritage’s survival would depend on the enthusiastic support of individual
members of the public brought together with a ‘cause’ to work for.62 In
April 1982 a meeting was held in Norwich to launch the ‘Friends of Norfolk
Heritage’ and, just two months later, Robin Walpole’s vision was realised
with the establishment of ‘The Norfolk Heritage Trust’, an organisation
with charitable status.63 Both Friends and Trust aimed to promote and
encourage an interest in the county’s heritage while raising money to maintain the interpretive work. The
newly-formed Trust was able to access financial help from CUKT augmented by funding from the
Countryside Commission, the Broads Authority and the English Tourist Board, these last two with a vested
commercial interest in encouraging more visitors to the county.

58

EDP article, “Trust idea may save Heritage” (21/04/1979)
Lord, G., Secretary of CUKT in Letter to NCC (19/11/1979)
60
Lord, G., Secretary of CUKT in Letter to Dr Hudson (29/05/1981)
61
http://www.theguardian.com/news/2000/may/15/guardianobituaries3 - Major Allhusen was renowned for
leading the British equestrian team to a gold medal in the three-day event at the 1968 Mexico Olympic Games.
62
Norfolk Heritage quarterly magazine (Issue 1: September-November 1982)
63
The Norfolk Heritage Trust Limited, Memorandum and Articles of Association (22/06/1982)
59
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The ‘Friends’ quickly numbered over one hundred and this vibrant group generated additional cash from
subscriptions and a rolling programme of visits, lectures and social get-togethers. A voluntary sales
organiser obtained sponsorship from local companies for re-printing site cards which had started to sell in
greater volumes. Meanwhile, monies from the donations were used to repair or replace interpretive panels
and this energetic activity by Trust and Friends was rewarded with increased public awareness and media
attention.
In addition to frequent meetings of the Friends, an important element in maintaining momentum and a
sense-of-belonging to a pioneering group was regular publication of Norfolk Heritage periodicals, issued
free to members who themselves became ‘distribution agents’, selling copies to the public. These were
interpretive magazines, packed with images and stories focusing on lesser-known sites related to the
project themes; ‘Water-Transport’, ‘Food from the Land’ and ‘Norfolk Seafarers’ but they also served as
newsletters and as a recruiting medium for new ‘Friends’.
Figure 16
Norfolk Heritage periodicals: 1982-87
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In spite of growing concerns about the cost and maintenance of the seventy-six panels throughout Norfolk,
there was an inexplicable appetite to expand the project’s range. “A Roof over Everyone’s Head” - the
heritage of domestic vernacular homes - was proposed as a fourth theme and Chris Barringer, Andrew
Pierssené and others began the daunting exercise of “listing as many houses as possible in the county”.64
However, pragmatism won the day because there was no mention of any further new themes; the concept
had reached its physical limit.
Enthusiasm from the ‘Friends’ continued unabated for two years but by 1985 the familiar spectre of fiscal
insecurity began to overshadow the Trust’s capabilities. The accounts for 1984-85 revealed that income
(grants, donations, sponsorships and sales) had plummeted from £9,000 to £4,000 taking the organisation
into operational loss-making territory and a potentially untenable position.65 The accompanying
‘Chairman’s Report’ confirmed that “CUKT’s period of grant-aid to Norfolk Heritage (continuous since
1973) had expired”. With echoes of the earlier episode with NCC, “an appeal to district councils to show
their appreciation of Carnegie’s investment in the county by supporting Norfolk Heritage in the future had
fallen on deaf ears”.66
The same report also exposed fatalism from Trustees when they acknowledged that although “on-site
interpretation is the keynote of Norfolk Heritage”, the cost of replacing damaged panels was insupportable
and that we should “withdraw them once any were in need of repair”. The interpretive project was in
irreversible decline.

At the end of the above-mentioned report was an incidental reference to ‘The Old Barge project’ which
contemporaneously was coming to the fore as an exciting ‘new find’ in Norwich. Norfolk Heritage Trust
had been represented on the Old Barge committee by Andrew Pierssené and NHT “supported the aim of
establishing the building as an environmental study and teachers’ resource centre”.67 There was little to
indicate that the Old Barge project and its subsequent re-branding as ‘Dragon Hall’ was destined to become
the next phase in the evolving narrative of this dissertation; a transient new home for the Norfolk Heritage
Trust, a repository for its tangible assets68 and a new focus for its ‘Friends’. In order to appreciate the
significance of the new direction for the Norfolk Heritage Trust with its predominantly rural remit, an
investigation is needed into the activity preceding the unveiling of what has become urban Norwich’s iconic
medieval masterpiece: Dragon Hall.
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Norfolk Heritage quarterly magazine (Issue 3: April-June 1983) p.9
Norfolk Heritage Trust Ltd., Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co, Auditors’ Report in Accounts year ended 30th June
1985 (12/09/1985)
66
Norfolk Heritage Trust Ltd., Chairman’s Report (25/09/1985) p.1
67
Norfolk Heritage Trust Ltd., Chairman’s Report (25/09/1985) p.2
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The NHT’s assets included office furniture; research files and records; large stocks of magazines, booklets
and site-cards; panels in various states of repair; tools and equipment, all stored at Major Allhusen’s home.
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Chapter 4
From ‘Old Barge Inn’ to ‘Dragon Hall’
1937 - 1986
The earliest twentieth-century reference to the ‘Old Barge Inn’ (then regarded as one of a row of separate
houses) appeared in a 1937 Coronation Souvenir booklet in which it was thought “to have been the house
of Sir William Boleyn” (d.1505).69 The Eastern Daily Press columnist, ‘Whiffler’, subsequently wrote a
number of articles between 1939-41 referring to it inconsistently as “a rich man’s mansion”, “some sort of
monastery” then, more accurately, a “merchant’s cloth hall”.70 The complex of King Street buildings
received Grade 1 listed-building status in 195471 but it was not until the 1960’s that the authority on
medieval architecture, Arthur Whittingham72 determined that the ‘separate houses’ were connected by
one crown-post roof over the entire range of the building.73 He also identified much of the earlier history
and ownership of the complex, including Robert Toppes’s pivotal role and his ‘Great Hall’ construction.74
(see Appendix, p.A3)
Figure 17
The Old Barge Inn and neighbouring “houses” c.1937

Old Barge Inn
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Youngs, Crawshay & Youngs Ltd - Brewers - ‘Coronation Souvenir Booklet – 1937’ p.55 in Matthew, R., The
transition from ‘Old Barge Building’ to ‘Dragon Hall’: 1937-2006 (Norwich, 2006)
70
EDP article by “Whiffler” (05/03/1941)
71
Shelley, A. ed., East Anglian Archaeology: Report 112 (Norwich, 2005) p.4
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http://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/details/rd/e4ea4611-7844-4c77-a4eb-80e9653c0a8b
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Norwich City Architect’s Report to HBMC, Dragon Hall/The Old Barge: Work carried out and interpretation of
the building (February, 1988) p.1
74
Whittingham, A., The Old Barge King Street: Historical Notes (Norwich, 1978)
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UEA’s Prof Hassell Smith75 may have made the first recorded internal inspection of the complex in 1966
and ‘discovered’ the iconic dragon which lead to the eventual re-naming of the Old Barge site76 (see
Appendix, p.A4) but the 1954 listed-building record details “one remaining finely carved dragon spandrel”,
pre-empting other claimed ‘first-sightings’ by a decade.77 The Old Barge closed as an operational pub in
1969 and was left vacant until developed in 1972 as a reception-area for visitors to the neighbouring
brewing complex and a training-centre for new publicans.78
In 1971 ‘The Norwich Survey’79 was established to study the origins and development of the city within the
confines of the medieval city walls from archaeological evidence and the study of extant pre-1700
buildings. The Old Barge complex was surveyed and found that centuries of sub-division and modification
had resulted in structural failure. This concerned the brewery owners who had wanted to make
“improvements” to create a social club for its employees; the conversion was deemed too costly so the
building was saved from potential desecration.
Following the report from the Norwich Survey team, City Council Planning officers (architects Ann Rostron
and Vic Nierop-Reading) revisited the building and what they saw (including their first sight of the Dragon)
“reinforced our advice that the City should purchase it to ensure its proper repair and restoration”.80 Their
argument was persuasive as the Council bought the range of buildings and land in May 1979 for £16,000.81
Within months repairs began with a recommendation that the Great Hall should have all its later partitions,
floors and chimneys removed to allow it to be seen as it was originally intended.82 Unusually, permission
was granted by the Historic Buildings Council although its standard policy was to keep buildings intact to
show their developing histories.83 Between 1979-87 the City Council expended £310,000 repairing the
fifteenth-century timber frame of the main block and the seventeenth-century roof and floor of the southeast wing.84
By 1984 pressure was placed on local authorities to reduce spending and Rostron was instrumental in
gathering a team of experts and enthusiasts to form a non-City-funded ‘Old Barge Working Party’ to find a
“specific public use for the building”.85 It was chaired by Chris Barringer (resident tutor in Norfolk for
Cambridge University Board of Extra-mural Studies) who had also been involved with the earlier Norfolk
Carnegie Project and Norfolk Heritage Trust (see page 23). As an educator he was excited by the prospect
that the Old Barge complex might be developed as an urban heritage study centre.
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Alfred Hassell Smith was the founder of UEA’s Centre for East Anglian Studies in 1967
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Norwich Society Bulletin (January, 1986) in Matthew, R., The transition from ‘Old Barge Building’ to ‘Dragon
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The precarious position of Norfolk Heritage Trust meant that its trustees were open to overtures from
Barringer and the Steering Group who suggested mutual benefits for each organisation were they to join
forces. Norfolk Heritage would capitalise on the link with a more dynamic project and have a new homebase and meeting place; a merger would also give Norfolk Heritage an extended life.
During this period, the working group
Figure 18 - The Iconic Dragon
demonstrated commercial wisdom when
they decided that the ‘Old Barge’
appellation should be replaced by the
more evocative, ‘Dragon Hall’ (DH).
Substantial expenditure would be needed
to continue the transformation of the
buildings so public and media enthusiasm
had to be generated and wider
institutional awareness created to attract
funding. Toppes’ iconic dragon was an
appealing brand and the dragon’s own
renascence was emblematic of the ‘rediscovery’ that was taking place in King
Street. By his own admission Barringer
conceded that the name-change had “stirred-up a hornet nest of opposition”86 with emotive press
headlines demanding, “Hands off the Old Barge!” and blaming the dragon for, “Sinking the Old Barge”.87
Close associates abhorred the decision (see Appendix, p. A5) but the new name was adopted with Barringer
emphasising that dragons and Norwich had strong connections through the centuries.88
A change of name and direction
The need to chart a new course for the ascendant Dragon Hall project became an imperative so the
Steering Group set about planning the merger with the declining Norfolk Heritage Trust, benefitting from
the latter’s established Trust status. The NHT admitted enough DH members to its management
committee to allow them a majority with an understanding that the interpretive work of Norfolk Heritage
would continue within a modified Trust. There was to be an acknowledgement by the ‘old guard’ and
Friends of NHT that the Dragon Hall project would become the major focus of the organisation.89 In
November 1986 NHT asked the Charity Commission for permission to amend the name of the joint Trust
to reflect the inclusion of Dragon Hall in its activities and proposed it would be called, ‘Norfolk and Norwich
Dragon Hall Trust’. The Commission agreed to a change but felt that “the proposed name might imply a
narrowing of its objects and activities”.90
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Accepting that caveat, the Norfolk Heritage Trust passed a special resolution on 9 th March 1987 that its
name would change to “The Norfolk and Norwich Heritage Trust” (NNHT), maintaining its link with the
county while incorporating the new city-based Dragon Hall element.
Although a sub-committee for NHT activities (such as panel installations, repairs and publication sales)
continued to operate within the new Trust, by 1995 its relevance became diluted and, like the Old Barge
Inn, it finally succumbed to the dominant Dragon.

Figure 19 – From NHT to NNHT
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Chapter 5
‘The Norfolk & Norwich Heritage Trust’ and ‘Friends’
1987-2015
Because Dragon Hall’s development was considerably greater in complexity than the earlier heritage
interpretation project, NNHT’s structure and organisation was more sophisticated and business-like than
its predecessor. The City Council used its administrative expertise to ensure that the endeavour was
resourced and operated appropriately by the Trust, its professional advisors and consultants 91 (see
Appendix, p.A6) and a comprehensive range of policy groups was established to cover foreseeable areas
of interest.92
Figure 20
NNHT Policy Groups and their Functions
Name

Activities & Responsibilities

Finance & General
Purposes
Appeals

Budgets, accounts, audits; salaries, staffing; legal, insurance; procedures

Marketing & Publicity

Image, audience/users, advertising, media, appeal presentation, timing, leaflets/brochures/publications

Accommodation

Phasing, security, facilities, heating & lighting, access, liaising with architects and builders

Friends

Co-ordination, targeting; events, fundraising, guides

Project Development
Education
Project Development
Twinning & Tourism
Project Development
Archive & Resources
Project Development
Environment & Planning

Schools, teaching-room, further education; programming events, exhibitions, projects; education packs

Targeting, timing, fundraising, patrons, launch, policy

Events, exchanges, international links, targeting, displays, multi-lingual packs
Audio-visual, information database, publications, Dragon Hall history, King Street, Wensum river, Norwich
& Norfolk region, displays, exhibitions, presentations
Development of the region in terms of climate, economy, environment, archaeology, architecture, tourism,
publications, projects

The Dragon Hall Business Plan
Sarah Knight had been hired in January 1997 as Project Director to manage day-to-day operations and
became a key contributor to the early development of the NNHT venture. In conjunction with the Appeals
sub-committee she was responsible for an intensive two-year campaign to raise £400,00093 for
modifications to the buildings. Knight also helped draw-up a five-year Business Plan which was to “act as a
focus for staff and Trust members, provide a blueprint for Appeal personnel and give definitive information
to potential funders.”94 (see Appendix, p.A5)
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Business Plan: Dragon Hall – A Heritage Centre for Norwich and Norfolk (1988) pp.33-34
Knights, S., Internal memo: Sub-committees and Members thereof (undated but early 1987)
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Nierop-Reading, V., and Knight, S., Dragon Hall Appeal: document listing specific items for
sponsorship/donations (15/06/1988)
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Norfolk & Norwich Heritage Trust: Minutes of Council of Management meeting (11/02/1988)
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Figure 21
DH Business Plan - 1988

NNHT’s planned objectives were:







To restore DH to its fifteenth-century appearance as a merchant’s hall
To create a Heritage Centre for interpreting Norfolk and Norwich’s
history
To contribute to the regeneration of King Street
To promote DH as a building of unique historical and architectural
importance
To strengthen Norwich and Norfolk as tourist destinations
To provide an inspirational experience to the educational sector

Capital expenditure from 1987-92 was forecast as £935,000
including work completed by the City followed by phases
covering demolition and construction, improved access,
modernised electrics and heating, toilet facilities, new flooring
and screen for the Great Hall, works in the Undercroft,
decoration and landscaping the garden. (see Appendix, p.A7)95
The accounts for the period 1989-91 projected a break-even
situation with revenue derived from CUKT,96 City, County and District Council grants, income from visitors,
school-room hire and special events. It was anticipated that by 1991 Dragon Hall would welcome fifteenthousand individual members of the public and an average of sixty group-visits per year while sales of
merchandise would reach £25,000. But those projections were too optimistic and over-estimation of
visitor numbers and associated income became a recurring theme for NNHT in subsequent years.
Friends of NNHT & the Dragon Hall Appeal
Meanwhile the value of maintaining the old ‘Friends of NHT’ had been
recognized by the Trust who used the opening of the re-furbished South
Wing in October 1987 to re-launch a ‘Friends of NNHT’ group with over
three hundred attendees and a doubling in numbers of re-invigorated
members. At a meeting of the new Friends, Barringer observed that their
predecessors had “led a rather separate life from Norfolk Heritage Trust,
concerned primarily with a social programme”. 97 What was now needed
was a focus on raising money, practical help and trained guides at Dragon
Hall. The Friends responded and, by the time they disbanded in 2007,
they were the human face of Dragon Hall raising over £30,000 for its
restoration and development. In addition the group was renowned for its
enthusiastic volunteering, archiving and historical activities related to
understanding and interpreting Dragon Hall and King Street.
Work in progress
95

Figure 22
Friends of NNHT Launch report

Business Plan: Dragon Hall – A Heritage Centre for Norwich and Norfolk (1988) pp.12-15
The Carnegie UK Trust allowed a balance of £7,500 previously granted to NHT to be transferred to the NNHT
Dragon Hall project
97
Norfolk & Norwich Heritage Trust: Minutes of Council of Management meeting (11/02/1988)
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To meet building and conversion costs, a public appeal was launched in early 1989 with Gerald Buffini98 as
Appeal President. In spite of persistent efforts to collect pledges from potential sources of grants and
sponsorship, the Trust had insufficient capital by November 1990 to undertake all elements of the
conversion on schedule, so essential works were prioritised. Nevertheless, by summer 1991 Phase 2 was
completed (secondary staircase/boiler-room/toilet facilities, electrical and heating installation) and the
Appeal had reached the £200,000 mark.
From 1992-95 the Trust move forward confidently with the restoration of the ground-floor rooms,
undercroft and cellars and a grand staircase was constructed connecting lower areas to the Great Hall
above. During this work the west wall was found to be in an “extremely fragile condition, needing urgent
repairs” and both Norfolk and Norwich Councils injected funds to make it sound. 99 Other reinstatements
included work on the original fenestration100 and restoration of Toppes’ door in Old Barge Lane, considered
to be the finest medieval secular entrance in Norwich. Barringer described a “transformation in the
external aspect of Dragon Hall while renovation of the Great Hall’s internal walls had produced structural
and visual cohesion”.101
Figure 23
Fenestration restoration (external west wall of Great Hall)

Figure 24
Entrance Door in Old Barge Lane

The major upheaval taking place on site had a negative impact on income but Dragon Hall concurrently
hosted educational activities for first-schools to pre-retirement groups, open-days for teachers, arts and
crafts exhibitions, Twinning (Friendship) Association events and public and group tours, all managed by
forty volunteers who acted as guides, manned the reception area and carried out basic maintenance work.

98

Buffini was Chairman of BB Adams/Bennetts Electrical, occupiers of the building adjacent to and abutting
Dragon Hall. The vacant property is still extant and stands as a monument to late-twentieth-century
architectural vandalism.
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Barringer, C., Chairman’s Report at 1993/94 AGM NNHT (15/11/1994)
100
Fenestration: the arrangement and design of windows in a building: the frames and glazing of most of DH
windows were replaced but architect Vic Nierop-Reading’s vision of reinstatement of three original fifteenthcentury ‘oriel’ windows (box-like bay windows) never materialised because of financial constraint
101
Barringer, C., Chairman’s Report at 1994/95 AGM NNHT (12/09/1995)
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Although Council funding combined with donations from English Heritage, Town Close Trust and Friends
of NNHT allowed restoration work to continue, running costs were high and concerns were raised by the
treasurer that financial performance had been at break-even levels for three years; reserves were being
eroded and a decline in grants and reduction in admissions might jeopardise the Trust’s plans and viability
of the whole project.102 There was still much to accomplish: completion of the building work, construction
of a south wing extension containing a lecture room and café and a north wing with a school-room while
the backyard was to be converted into a medieval courtyard garden.
And so began a determined quest to bid for Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) money to fulfil the dream. Over
eight years Barringer, Rostron, David Bissonnet and Tony Eggleston103 devoted a tremendous amount of
time and expertise trying to secure funding to complete the project and protect Dragon Hall’s future,
assisted by consultants, archaeologists and the civic authorities.104 HLF needed evidence that the
community and public would benefit from its funding so NNHT contracted Parkin Heritage Consultants to
prepare a new business plan and feasibility study to create a ‘storyline’ for Dragon Hall as an educational
resource and centre for heritage interpretation.105
The first application in April 1996 for
Figure 25
£1.2 million was rejected by HLF but
Archaeological investigation (1987)
£316,000 was granted for an
archaeological investigation of the site to
the east of Dragon Hall, as a precursor to
any further awards and that was strong
indication that HLF had empathy for the
project.
The
excavations
were
completed in 1998 and stimulated
considerable public interest allowing a
fascinating understanding of activity on
the site in pre- and post-Toppes (c 140067) eras. HLF also requested a
‘Conservation Management Plan’ with
detailed accounts of the building and
archaeology of the site and an outline of
proposed developments.106 After a
succession of amendments and resubmissions requiring re-compilation by
Rostron and Bissonnet, final approval to
complete the project was received in
September 2004; the total value was
£1.4 million with NNHT having to raise an
additional £400,000 in matched funding.
102

Treasurer’s Report at 1994/95 AGM NNHT (12/09/1995)
David Bissonnet: Trustee and Surveyor specialising in historic buildings; Tony Eggleston: Chair, Friends of
NNHT
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Dragon Hall Heritage Lottery Fund Application (16/04/1996) p.21
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Barringer, C., Chairman’s Report at 1995/96 AGM NNHT (21/10/1996)
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Barringer, C., Chairman’s Report at 1997/98 AGM NNHT (12/11/1998)
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In 2005, with the principal funding from HLF in place, a Project Group under Ann Rostron worked with
architects Lucas Hickman-Smith to complete the design and awarded a contract to Bluestone plc for the
main building work and demolitions. Using prime-pumping HLF funding Jan Pitman was appointed
Education Officer to develop schools and visitor programmes while a new general manager, Stephanie
Potts, and a marketing assistant joined the staff. The Trust was obliged to change its governance structure
making Dragon Hall its primary aim and ending the wider remit of Norfolk heritage interpretation. An
additional unwelcome proviso (imposed by HLF) was that the Friends of NNHT would have to become
members of the Trust because ‘Friends’ were felt to be less committed than ‘members’. Although accepted
reluctantly by the Friends,107 it was an unnecessary change with discontent in the ranks; membership fell
by fifty percent within twelve months, declining steadily over subsequent years.
By April 2006 the planned building work was completed on budget and received widespread acclamation.
At a grand re-opening ceremony the ultra-modern Glass Gallery was “particularly praised as a fine addition
to a medieval listed building”108 and chairman David Bissonet invited Chris Barringer (who had stood down
in 2003 after thirty years involvement with the Carnegie project, NHT and NNHT) to unveil a memorial
stone. However, financial concerns were once again raised because “during building-work income had
been almost zero”109 and the treasurer urged the
Figure 26
Trust to develop income-streams and focus on
HLF-funded construction work (2005)
Dragon Hall as an on-going business. Cash-flow
was tight, there was no overdraft facility or
reserves and an operational loss of £7,000 was
reported in 2010.110 That led to a shift in direction:
relationships were strengthened with external
organisations such as HEART to sell Dragon Hall to
more diverse audiences, a corporate sponsorship
package was launched and there was emphasis on
income-generating activities. Medieval Christmas
Markets, Beer Festivals and other commercial
events brought much-needed revenue but
weddings in the unique atmosphere of the Great
Hall proved the most successful and profitable
enterprise. The Trust continued the educationbased work at the core of its philosophy with a programme of school visits but the cost of these eventually
became a drain on the organisation’s long-term viability. In 2012 Chris Barringer, himself the leading
protagonist for Dragon Hall as a learning centre, questioned “whether income from school visits was worth
the time and effort expended”.111 In the following year the Trustees carried out a financial review and it
became clear that income projections were not going to be met as wedding bookings and room-hire had
dropped significantly. As a result, the Director and Learning Officer were made redundant, bringing an end
to the educational aspirations of the NNHT.
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Urgent consultations took place between the Trust, the City Council and HLF to find a way to create a
sustainable future for Dragon Hall and NNHT was awarded a ‘transitional grant’112 of £75,000. That funding
was used to cover operational running costs but an amount was allocated to appoint a creative consultancy
(TFCC) to investigate how the Trust might make a ‘step-change’ that would allow Dragon Hall to continue
as a “self-sustainable and resilient part of the cultural and educational landscape of Norwich”.113 TFCC
concluded that Dragon Hall had an unsustainable operating model with insufficient income because:
 there was no core funding and reserves were low
 it was “not enough of a visitor attraction”
 the wedding market was becoming more competitive
 hiring the Hall for events could not be increased
 its location was set in an area of dereliction

Figure 27
TFCC Feasibility Study (2014)

Although TFCC tactfully recognized that the Trust was
run by “an incredibly passionate, engaged, generous and
knowledgeable team supported by a strong and
committed community of volunteers”114 they observed
that a blend of entrepreneurial skills and digital skills and
an appreciation of trends and shifting business models
would be key for sustainability and growth, something
the Trust did not have nor could afford to provide. TFCC
presented three options:115
1. That the current model be completely revitalised and
re-energised (which would require a fundamental
cultural-shift in the mind-set of the organisation, in terms
of staff and Trustees)
2. That Dragon Hall should be handed back to Norwich
City Council (already considered by the Trust)
3. That Dragon Hall should be offered to another cultural
organisation

On 11th February 2015 an Extraordinary General Meeting was held following a unanimous decision by the
Committee of Management to dissolve the Trust and wind up the Company. Option three (above) had
been chosen and successful negotiations had taken place with the Writers’ Centre Norwich who were
looking for a new home. David Bissonnet confirmed that “The Trust will have met the aims that it set
twenty-five years ago of restoring the building and finding a long-term sustainable use”.116 The proposition
was accepted and endorsed.
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The ‘Transitional Grant’ had been established by HLF specifically to provide assistance to projects that had
previously received grant-aid from HLF but that develop a need for further help to become more sustainable.
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Conclusion

The story recounted in this dissertation is a narrative of optimism, grand vision, pioneering endeavour and
resilience in the face of adversity. These are fine human attributes characteristic of the men and women
of Norfolk and Norwich – over seven-hundred named individuals – who, during four decades, contributed
to a greater understanding of the heritage of this county and city through their involvement with the
Norfolk Carnegie Project, its transition to Norfolk Heritage Trust and that organisation’s absorption by the
Norfolk and Norwich Heritage Trust and Dragon Hall, Norwich’s medieval architectural masterpiece.
Imagination, enthusiasm and sheer hard work were other factors in the successes of each phase of the
developments that took place but these were often balanced by over-ambition or wishful-thinking.
External influences - what Harold MacMillan referred to as “Events, dear boy, events” – also brought
recurring difficulties.
Although in itself a remarkable endeavour, the Carnegie Project and its successor, Norfolk Heritage, was
always too grand in its objectives: the interpretation of potentially hundreds of landscape features was
attempted by under-resourced teams, both in manpower and monetary terms. The cost and effort needed
to fabricate and install panels or print and disseminate publications was unsustainable and led to the
project’s eventual demise.117 When local government was asked to salvage the scheme, the UK economy
was in trouble so Norfolk County Council opted to spend its limited budget on more tangible and populist
needs, such as teachers’ salaries.
Although the heritage interpretation projects enjoyed a staunch following of friends and supporters, these
were generally the better-educated classes or more ‘environmentally-aware’ individuals. There are few
records to determine how many of the general, ‘man-in-the-street’ public engaged with the interpretive
concept and it might be argued that the aim of bringing greater enjoyment, appreciation and conservation
of their surroundings to ‘ordinary people’ was not achieved.
In contrast, it is clear that most of the principal objectives of the Old Barge and subsequent Dragon Hall
project were met: a unique fifteenth-century trading-hall had been re-discovered, rescued and restored
to its original condition for the benefit of future generations and as a lasting legacy of Norwich’s great
medieval history. Nevertheless, one ideal was not achieved; Barringer’s vision of the building as an urban
heritage centre and seat of learning. As with the earlier Norfolk interpretation project, over-optimism had
a negative impact on NNHT’s viability; visitor numbers and the ability to generate revenue from other
sources (in tough economic times) had been over-estimated and proved unachievable; running-costs
always outweighed income. This meant that the organisation was never able to attract the entrepreneurial
talent or skills needed to move Dragon Hall from ‘museum’ to thriving enterprise.
However, the metamorphosis that is the basis of this dissertation has reached full term; from the
innovative birth of ‘regional interpretation’ to the re-creation of an iconic building. With fair winds and the
gods willing, it is hoped that new guardians of the Hall will allow the ancient Dragon to soar on thermals of
creativity, into the mid twenty-first-century and well beyond.
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Had today’s technology been available in the 1970s, QR (Quick-response) code systems on simple posts
would have dramatically reduced the cost of fabricating panels and printing booklets, making the interpretive
projective more viable.
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Norfolk Heritage Project Themes & Sites - ‘Water Transport’ & ‘Food from the Land’

‘Water Transport’ Themed Sites
Card

Site

Map Ref

‘Food from the Land’ Themed Sites
Topic

Card

Site

Map Ref

Topic

A1

Bixley/Caistor footpath walk

TG240500

Prehistoric settlement near Norwich

B1

No details available

A2

Norwich: Boom towers

TG239077

Port of Norwich

B2

Gressenhall: Norfolk Rural Life Mus.

TF974170

Hand tools on farm

A3

Norwich: Fishergate

TG233091

Wherry staithe

B3

Swaffham: Corn Hall

TF819090

Corn halls in Norfolk

A4

King’s Lynn: Hanseatic warehouse

TF616198

Medieval river trade

B4

No details available

A5

Great Yarmouth

TG523073

Transhipment to wherries

B5

Flitcham: Abbey Farm

TF735267

Crops and the soil

A6

Haddiscoe: New Cut

TM453993

Nineteenth-century canal

B6

No details available

A7

Norwich: Pull’s Ferry

TG237088

Medieval canal to cathedral

B7

No details available

A8

Langley: Staithe

TG365027

Dike to serve abbey

B8

No details available

A9

Burnham Norton: Friary

TF838428

Dike to ferry

B9

Methwold: Severals

TL678956

Vegetables in the peat fens

A10

Horning: St Benet’s Abbey

TG380158

Abbey ‘dock’

B10

Fritton Lake:

TG477001

Wild duck decoys

A11

Narbourough: River Nar

TF746132

Nar navigation

B11

Stoke Holy Cross: Watermill

TG233019

Mustard, a Norfolk speciality

A12

Outwell: Canal junction

TF513038

Wisbech canal

B12

Cantley: Beet sugar factory

TG383035

Sugar production (also Wissington)

A13

Aylsham: Watermill

TG198275

Aylsham navigation

B13

Sutton Windmill

TG396238

Norfolk windmills (also at Denver)

A14

North Walsham: Ebridge Mill

TG311297

North Walsham and Dilham Canal

B14

No details available

A15

Ellingham: Shipmeadow Lock

TM908390

Waveney navigation

B15

Aylsham: Watermill

TG198275

Watermills and milling

A16

Thetford Abbey staunch

TL859833

Little Ouse staunch

B16

No details available

A17

Thetford: Riverside Walk

TL869830

Little Ouse navigation

B17

Dereham: St Nicholas Ironworks

TF990134

Manufacturing farm machinery

A18

Norwich: Foundry Bridge

TG237084

Passenger services

B18

Corpusty village sign

TG113303

The Norfolk plough

A19

Whitlingham: Riverside

TG275080

Pleasure boating

B19

Thetford: Burrell’s Works

TL868833

Steam power for the farm

A20

Reedham: Ferry

TG407015

Norfolk ferries

B20

Hempton: Wensum House

TF916293

Agricultural Workers’ Union

A21

Stokesby: Ferry Inn

TG432105

Ferry and river transport

B21

Loddon: Hales Hall Barn

TM369960

Farm barns

A22

Denver: Sluice

TF585009

Ouse navigation

B22

No details available

A23

Outwell: Mullicourt Aqueduct

TF532029

Well Creek and aqueduct

B23

No details available

A24

Reedham: Berney Arms Mill

TG465090

Transport for cement factory

B24

New Buckenham: Common

TM090906

The village common

A25

Methwold: Wissington Sugar Factory

TL663976

Riverside factory

B25

Brancaster: Burnham Deepdale font

TF804444

The church and farming community

A26

Horsey: Staithe

TG457223

Staithe on drainage dike

B26

Holkham: The Monument

TF885437

‘Farmer’ Coke & ‘Turnip’ Townsend

A27

Oxborough: Hythe and Ferry

TL732995

River Wissey

B27

Oxborough: Ferry Farm

TF735000

Farming and wildlife

A28

Norwich: Petch’s Corner

TG240092

Norfolk wherries

B28

No details available

A29

Coltishall: Allen’s Yard

TG281194

Wherry-building

B29

Felbrigg: Dovecot at Hall

TG193394

Pigeons for food

A30

Wherry ‘Albion’

Transient

Last of trading wherries

B30

Thetford: Warren Lodge

TL841839

Rabbit farming

A31

Norwich: Adam and Eve pub

TG236092

Wherrymen’s pub

B31

Horsey: Wind Pump

TG457223

Draining Broadland marshes

Holiday cruising

B32

Walpole: Old Sea Bank

TF5/1, 5/2

Reclaiming land from sea

A32

Loddon: Staithe

TM362990
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Norfolk Heritage Project Themes and Sites - ‘Norfolk Seafarers’

‘Norfolk Seafarers’ Themed Sites
Card

Site

Map Ref

Topic

C1

King’s Lynn: Custom House

TF616200

International commerce

C2

Brancaster: Staithe

TF792444

Mussel fishery

C3

Wells-next-the-Sea: The Quay

TF918438

Working port

C4

Blakeney: The Guildhall

TG028442

Medieval trade

C5

Cley: The Old Custom House

TG046441

Customs and smugglers

C6

Salthouse: Village and Church

TG076438

Three Norfolk admirals

C7

Sheringham: West Slipway

TG157436

Crab and lobster fisheries

C8

Cromer: Lifeboat Houses

TG223423

Lifeboat services

C9

Happisburgh: Churchyard

TG379312

Lighthouse and shipwreck

C10

Great Yarmouth: The Port

TG520055

Oil & Gas rig supply replaces fishing

C11

Great Yarmouth: Norfolk Pillar

TG530055

Lord Nelson

C12

Burgh Castle: Roman Fort

TG474046

Maritime Norfolk in Roman times
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Robert Toppes c 1400 - 1467
Little is known of Robert Toppes’s origins or exactly when he was born but he became a
very successful entrepreneur after he acquired the Dragon Hall site in the 1420s. Toppes
exported Norfolk worsted cloth and imported fine textiles, ironware, wines and spices.
His wealth allowed him to rise through the civic ranks and he was an important figure in
city politics. He became the City Treasurer at the age of 27, the Sheriff three years later
and was elected mayor four times and burgess MP for Norwich four times. He was also
involved in two major disturbances in the city, one being over a disputed mayoral elec-

tion after which he was exiled to Bristol for some weeks; the other was the so-called
'Gladman's Insurrection' when he was indicted in the King’s Bench court.
He was married twice and had eight children. His second wife, Joan Knyvett, belonged to
an established gentry family in South Norfolk, closely linked to the famous Paston family.
He acquired a large portfolio of properties throughout Norfolk and Suffolk, as well as diversifying into money-lending. By 1450 he was one of the richest men in Norwich. Robert Toppes prepared carefully for the afterlife, paying for a great stained-glass window in
Norwich’s largest parish church, St. Peter Mancroft; some of the panels can be seen

there today. When he died in 1467, in addition to bequests to all city churches, his will
stated that Dragon Hall should be sold to pay for priests to pray for his eternal soul.
(Abridged from: Matthews, R., Robert Toppes - Medieval Mercer of Norwich (Norwich, 2013)

Robert Toppes
Detail from east window
St Peter Mancroft - Norwich
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‘Discovering Dragon Hall’
(Transcription of Notes re meeting of Dr. Jan Pitman with Prof Hassell Smith:
lunchtime 29th November 2006)
Hassell Smith (AHS) (came to Norwich in 1965/66 and launched a landscape course at the UEA. He needed to develop knowledge of the city and to provide fieldwork or students.
One Saturday morning he was ‘cruising around Norwich’ and at lunchtime he ended up in King Street.
He had visited Wensum Lodge before and dropped into the Old Barge at lunchtime, about 12.30 pm on Saturday
morning.
He saw the timber beams (probably the south-east plate by the front door) and the landlord asked if he was interested in such things. He said yes and the publican asked if he would like to look aroud (sic). Hassell said yes and stood
up but the landlord said that it was not convenient and could come back next week (Hassell thinks that it was not
convenient because the top floor was used as a brothel).
Next week Hassell came to the Old Barge at about 12.00 pm and was taken upstairs. He saw little to interest him
until he was taken up to the attic when he saw the south side of the 2nd crow post truss (the first being the south
wall).
He then looked more closely at the building, could not get access to the rear wing (he was interested in the medieval
open hall (house) but saw from the outside that the Old Barge was part of a longer building.
AHS then saw Father Seear (Rector of St Peter Parmentergate who lived in the property adjacent to the Old Barge)
to look in the central parts of the block. Father Seear showed him around but he saw nothing of any great interest in
the ground and first floor. He asked if he could see into the roof and Father Seear provided a short step-ladder. From
the top or top but one step he could open the trap door. As he did so centuries of dust fell down onto Father Seear’s
head. Father Seear was very sweet about it and explained that he was ‘washable’ and that a cleaning lady who came
3 x a week would soon clean it up.
AHS borrowed a torch and looked over the edge of the parapet where he saw the crown post and the dragon. He
cannot remember exactly what the dragon looked like but it was clearly visible and not covered in plaster.
AHS then went to the butchers (adjacent to the Rectory) but was not allowed access to the private rooms (upstairs).
Immediately after that AHS contacted Barbara Green of Norfolk Museums service and told her about the site with
the intent to get a dig on demolished section of the rear wing (east part of the open hall house). However, the landlord had been using concrete from the lorries returning to the (cement) factory by the river to create a car park area
there. Barbara Green said that at least meant that the site was safe from harm and there was little chance of a dig.
AHS then contaxcted (sic) Arthur Whittingham (cathedral Architect or recently retired) who was a well-known antiquarian and a specialist in dated mouldings. He looked at the building and dated it to the 15th century. Whittingham
then went away and did further research. AHS thinks this was when Dragon Hall ‘exploded’ Whittingham found
Toppes’ will and identified all the connections with Worstead etc.
In the late 1960s/early 1970s Centre for East Anglian Studies was formed with Michael Riviere as its chair. Riviere
was also chairman of Watney Mann’s. AHS told MR about the Old Barge and soon after it was decided to use it as
a Training Complex. AHS was asked to pull the first pint at the Training Complex opening, despite not drinking
beer himself.
Riviere knew all about the building and when Watney Mann was taken over by Grand Met he saw it as an opportunity. He hope that Grand Met would see the potential of the complex and turn it into a Inn showing its medieval
glory.
Sir Maxwell Joseph (chair of Grand Met) came to look over the plant in Norwich and was shown around Dragon
Hall. Riviere arranged for AHS to sit by him during lunch and he extolled the virtues of the building. Maxwell listened appreciatively and then said that is all very interesting but in my opinion there is nothing to make profit for
Grand Met. and I am responsible to my shareholders.
A short time after that (months) Grand Met gave/sold the complex to the city for what he believes was a nominal
sum.
AHS was keen to stress Michaels Riviere’s pivotal role in the survival of the building and the transfer to the council.
Notes in red by Adrian O’dell - 06/03/2016
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Letter and transcript from member of Hethersett Society to Chris Barringer
concerning re-naming of Dragon Hall
Rose Cottage, Canns Lane,
Hethersett
14th March (1986)

Dear Chris,

How COULD you! You of all people who have cared so much
and worked so hard for the preservation of all that is good and
worth keeping in our city and county!!
I am not one of those ‘natives’ who resent the great post-war
influx of “foreigners”. I know what benefits have accrued as a
result of the breaking down of - well I can’t think of a word
’insularity’ isn’t right, but I know we ’natives’ were, and still are,
pretty cut off from the main stream of progress and how we pride
ourselves in Doing Different. BUT where oh where is the sense in
changing a good name with all its associations with old Norwich
and its river to that of a Chinese Take-away?
I suppose if a pig were found carved in the Old Barge you could
have called the new Heritage Centre the PIG? If the Inn had had a
non-descript name like The George - well OK. But…
You see how cross I am and I am not alone.
Peg use to row from the Ferry Inn and we so love King Street
and love Norwich too. DARE I ask how many members of your
steering committee are Norwich or Norfolk bred? PLEASE tell me.
Dragon Hall Indeed! If not Chinese Take-away it sounds like
something out of Beowulf.
Kindest regards always,
Marjorie Catchpole

Sources of Funding for Dragon Hall Appeal: 1988-1991
A Hassell-Smith

Eccles Hall School Choir

Maj D Allhusen

Savills plc

Alfred Wood

Ernst & Whinney

May & Gurney

School visits

Ann Rostron

Esme Fairbairn Trust

Merchandise sales

Sewell Barn Theatre

Arlington Securities

Essex Trust

Natwest Bank

Shelroy Trust

Arthur Brett & Sons

Exhibitions

Nimrod & Glaven Trust

Sheringham Park Picnic

Auction of Promises

Fashion and Flowers

Norfolk County Council

Sir Bernard Feilden

Barclays Bank collection

Fitzmaurice Trust

Norfolk Heritage Trust

Strawberry Evening

Bell Educational Trust

Friends of NNHT

Norwich City Council

Sweet and Twenty

Bennetts Electrical

G Buffini (Marathon runs)

Norwich-Koblenz Friendship
Association

Timothy Colman Trust

Bernard Matthews plc

George Roberts Associates

Norwich Rotary Club

Tom Eaton

Bidwells

Goodman Trust

Norwich Society

Tony Eggleston

Bishop Blackburne

Great Yarmouth
Archaeological Soc

Norwich Teachers' Centre

Town Close Trust

Broadland District Council

Hewett School

Norwich Union Insurance

Treasure Hunt

Carnegie UK Ltd

Individuals (80)

Out and About Club

Tyrone Brick Company

Chamber Concert

Joanna Scott Foundation

Paul Bassham Trust

V Guttsman

Clothworkers Foundation

John & Pamela Salter Trust

Peter Pointer Charitable Trust W Jarrold

Colmans of Norwich

John Jarrold Trust

Property Partnerships plc

Wooton Grange
Charitable Trust

Dr Harold Hudson

John Timpson

Purcell Miller Tritton

Worshipful Company
of Weavers

Drayton & District
British Legion

Kings Lynn Town Guides

Quodlings Delight

Worshipful Company
of Woolmen

East Anglian Shopfitters

L Levine

R G Carter

Eastern Counties News

Lloyds Bank

Robin Steggles Estate Agents
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Norfolk & Norwich Heritage Trust - Members and Officers 1987-1988
Council of Management /
Directors
Mr. C. Barringer

Chairman, Wensum Lodge Adult Education Committee; Resident Tutor in Norfolk, University of Cambridge Board of Extra-Mural Studies

Mr. R. Denyer

Photographer & Lecturer in Photography; Design Consultant

Mr. G. Gee

Norwich City Councillor

Mr. C. Gordon

Formerly Deputy County Treasurer

Mr. P. Heward

Formerly Chairman, Norfolk Heritage Trust

Mrs. P. Hollands

Manager, Barclays Bank, Norwich

Mrs. W. Jarrold

President, Norfolk & Norwich Koblenz Friendship Association

Mr. J. Jennings

Coordinator, Norwich Teachers’ Centre

Mr. C. Lambert

Senior Partner, Lambert, Scott & Innes, architects

Mr. P. Mercer

Norfolk County Councillor

Mr. H. Watson

Norwich City Councillor

Advisors to Council of
Management
Mrs. P. Petersen

Tourist Information Centre

Mrs. A. Rostron

Norwich City Council, Planning Dept.

Mr. V. Nierop-Reading

Norwich City Council, Planning Dept.

Mr. A. Scowen

Norfolk County Council, Planning Dept.

Mrs. D. Shipp

Broads Authority

Mrs. G. Rant

Friends of Norfolk & Norwich Heritage Trust

Trust/Policy Groups
Members
Mr. T. Bartlett

Managing Director, Bartlett, Jones & Pollin Ltd., advertising agency

Mr. V. Edwards

Formerly Clerk to South Norfolk District Council

Mr. D. Elliot

Formerly City Planning Officer

Mr. G. Fenner

Chairman, Norfolk Archaeological Rescue Group; Member, Norfolk Federation of Historical
& Archaeological Associations

M. R. Gawn

Managing Director, Norwich Investments & Securities Ltd.

Rev. Canon A. Glendining

The Bishop’s Principal Chaplain for the Holiday Industry

Mrs. J. Gurney-Read

Local Historian, specialising in the History of Norwich

Mrs. V. Guttsman

Formerly Lord Mayor of Norwich and Norwich City Councillor

Mr. B. McWilliams

Deputy Director, Norfolk Museums Service

Mr. P. Robson

Formerly Lecturer in Applied Biology

Mrs. J. Scott

Norfolk Federation of Women’s Institutes

Mr. G. Wheeler

Executive Committee Member, Norwich Society

Mr. R. Whetung

National Association of Local Government Officers

Mr. C. Wilkins-Jones

Librarian, Norwich Local Studies Library

Dr. T. Williamson

Research Fellow, Centre of East Anglian Studies
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Dragon Hall Projected Capital Expenditure: 1987-1992
Detail
Phase 1
Phase 2

Cost (£K)

Repairs to 15th century timber frame of main block and 17th century timber roof and floor in south wing;
repairs to masonry, timber joints and north gable wall (all carried out by Norwich City Council - 1987
Secondary staircase

19

Boiler room and toilet facilities

18

Electrical installation (part 1)

18

Heating installation (part 1)

16
Total Phase 2

Phase 3

310

Wheelchair lift

71
6

Demolition of 1950s block; new covered way, work to staff corridor and rooms 4-6

54

External decorations

3
Total Phase 3

63

Phase 4

Floors Walls and Screen to Great Hall

74

Phase 5

Main staircase and work to rooms 1 & 3

21

Electrical installation (part 1)

7

Heating installation (part 1)

7

Demolition of part of 14 St Ann’s Lane cottage and formation of Service Yard

5

Landscaping garden area

8

Work to cellar and undercroft (including heating, lighting & mechanical installation

19
Total Phase 5

67

Phase 6

Repair and conversion of 14 St Ann’s Lane cottage

21

Phase 7

Possible new block at south-east wing

149

Equipment

Displays (£90K); Reception/resource/lecture rooms (£18K) Offices, School room; Misc. (£5K)

113

Fees

Architects, Quantity Surveyors, Electrical etc

67
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Total (Phases 2 -7 + Equipment)

625

Grand Total

935

